Pregnancy Coordinated Care Pilot
A project of the Safe, Healthy Infants & Families Thrive Collaborative

Identification Sources
- OB/GYN/Hospital
- Home Visitor
- MAT Provider
- Juvenile Court
- DCS In-Home
- NAS Education Provider

Prenatal Plan of Safe Care Developed by Plan Holder Provider
- Referrals for needed services including:
  - Prenatal care
  - Home visiting
  - Substance use disorder assessment & treatment
  - Medication assisted treatment
  - NAS support groups
  - Safe sleep information & training
  - Resource connections
  - Safe alternative caregivers
  - Family support
  - Education on potential medical needs for infant
  - Releases of information to allow coordination between systems
  - Breastfeeding & birthing plan (select a hospital & take a tour)

Plan Holder to initiate referrals & care coordination with other involved providers as early in pregnancy as possible.

Plan Holder Agency to review the plan with the family at least monthly, schedule coordinated staffings as needed.

Birth Event
- Hospital makes an Azeip referral
- Is a mandated report required?

Yes
- DCS case closed
- DCS investigator outreachs plan holder provider before meeting family whenever possible
- Safety decision made by DCS investigator
- DCS investigator contacts plan holder provider before meeting family whenever possible

No
- Multi-disciplinary staffing to be held 45 days before due date to review plan and prepare for birth event
- Plan holder provider continues to support family and transition to family care plan monthly during fourth trimester (one year post-partum)

Prenatal Period
Post-Partum Period

Continued on next page
**DCS OPEN FOR OVERSIGHT**

- **YES**
  - **IN HOME PLACEMENT**
    - **IMMEDIATE REFERRAL TO SENSE**
    - **10 DAY STAFFING HELD--FOLLOW-UP FROM TDM ON PROGRESS OF REFERRALS & SERVICES**
    - **CONTINUED OVERSIGHT OF INFANT CARE PLAN BY DCS AS LONG AS CASE REMAINS OPEN**
    - **MONTHLY REVIEW OF INFANT CARE PLAN AND COORDINATED STAFFINGS AT 45, 60, 90 & 120 DAYS**
    - **NURSE IN-HOME VISIT IN FIRST 30 DAYS & LAST 30 DAYS**

- **NO**
  - **OUT-OF-HOME PLACEMENT**
    - **TEAM DECISION MAKING (TDM) MEETING**
      - **PLAN OF SAFE CARE OWNERSHIP TRANSFERS TO DCS’S INFANT CARE PLAN**
      - **REVIEW PRENATAL PLAN AT TDM, INCLUDING ACHIEVEMENTS AND GOALS**
      - **IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED**
      - **ENSURE INFANT REFERRALS HAVE BEEN MADE:**
        - AZEIP
        - BEHAVIORAL HEALTH BIRTH TO 5 ASSESSMENT/ RAPID RESPONSE
        - PEDIATRICIAN AWARE OF PRENATAL SUBSTANCE EXPOSURE
      - **ENSURE PARENT REFERRALS ARE MADE:**
        - FAMILY TREATMENT COURT
        - POSTPARTUM CARE APPOINTMENT/FAMILY PLANNING
        - PEER SUPPORT & HOPE CLASS WITH PARENTS
        - 4 PARENTS
      - **IS BREAST FEEDING BEING RECOMMENDED BY PHYSICIAN? IF SO, ARRANGE A PLAN FOR PARENT TO PROVIDE FROZEN BREAST MILK TO THE OUT-OF-HOME CAREGIVER.**
      - **INITIATE SHARED PARENTING AS SOON AS POSSIBLE UPON PLACEMENT. DISCUSS BOUNDARIES THAT BOTH PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS ARE COMFORTABLE WITH (PHONE, EMAIL, LOG, ETC)**
      - **DISCUSS CONDITIONS FOR RETURN WHEN APPLICABLE**
      - **PROVIDE PARENT THE PRELIMINARY PROTECTIVE CONFERENCE BROUCHER**
    - **SENSE SERVICES CLOSE AT 120 DAYS**

- **HOLD A COORDINATED STAFFING AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER REMOVAL**
  - **FOLLOW-UP ON TDM DISCUSSION & REFERRALS**
  - **ENSURE PARENTING TIME HAS BEEN STARTED**
  - **ENCOURAGE PARENT TO ATTEND POST-PARTUM APPOINTMENT**
  - **ENSURE CAREGIVER HAS TAKEN THE INFANT TO PEDIATRIC APPOINTMENTS & PARENT IS INVITED TO ATTEND WHENEVER POSSIBLE**

- **OVERSIGHT OF INFANT CARE PLAN BY DCS FOR 3 MONTHS**

- **CASE PLAN STAFFING HELD 60 DAYS AFTER REMOVAL**
  - **DISCUSS PROGRESS OF SERVICES FOR PARENT AND INFANT**
  - **DISCUSS ANY BARRIERS.**

- **FAMILY CARE PLAN OVERSIGHT BY PILOT PROVIDER BEGINS AFTER 3 MONTHS**

- **PLAN HOLDER PROVIDER CONTINUES TO SUPPORT AND PROVIDES OVERSIGHT OF THE FAMILY CARE PLAN MONTHLY DURING FOURTH TRIMESTER (ONE YEAR POST-PARTUM)**

---

**POST-PARTUM PERIOD**